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Denis Diderot will always be most famous for having been the 
editor who conceived of making the Encyclop&die, ou Dictionnaire 
raisonn& des sciences, des arts et des mgtiers into a work that 
combined information with criticism, and for having brought off 
this, the most important publication of the Enlightenment, in the 
teeth of opposition from the authorities and faithlessness from 
associates, including d’Alembert. His own writings are also 
attracting great interest nowadays, however, so much so that 
Diderot has displaced Voltaire and Rousseau as the 18th century 
philosophe whose preoccupations appear most pertinent to our own 
perception of the human and social condition. His fiction 
reminds us sometimes of Joyce and occasionally of Genet, and even 
includes a pornographic caper. His psychology explores cognition 
through analysis of perception, and the unconscious through ana- 
lysis of dreams. His art criticism takes seriously the genre 
paintings of a Greuze, comparable in their conscious unsophisti- 
cation to pop art. His economic analysis has the propertied 
classes appropriating the value created by the labor of the arti- 
saris. His moral philosophy attributes crime to the sins of 
society and immorality to the repression of the natural, and 
especially of the sexual, man. His celebration of craftsmanship 
has found a distant echo in the Whole Earth Catalogue, which has 
in fact reprinted certain of his technological descriptions. His 
philosophy of science deplores mechanism, celebrates organism, 
and is properly to be called materialist only if it be appreciated 
that he held matter to be informed with sensibility and knowledge 
of it to be communion of personality with a world alive. 
Historiographically speaking, however, any quest for precursors 
is bound to be specious, and to claim that a Diderot anticipated 
the formulations of a Marx, a Freud, a Darwin or the counter- 
culture is to mistake the interest of his writings. That fallacy 
is peculiarly difficult to avoid in the case of Diderot, who in 
the keenness of his sensibility did indeed notice and record an 
astonishing range of experiences and relations that professional 
study and detailed analysis by others in appropriate circum- 
stances later developed into whole styles, philosophies, disci- 
plines and attitudes. Arthur Wilson does not altogether resist 
this temptation, and perhaps does not even wish to, for he does 
feel impelled to point out to the reader instances wherein 
Diderot seems vindicated by findings of modern political theory, 
sociology, psychology, mathematics, or whatever. 
That is the only reservation I have about an admirable 
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biography, and it is a very slight one. To have written what 
will certainly remain the definitive account of a man so various 
as Diderot is no small achievement. It is not possible to 
recount his life without telling much of the political and 
literary history of the French Enlightenment. Wilson has devoted 
a great part of his own life to this fine book. He published 
the first half, called "The Testing Years," in 1957. It is 
reprinted here, apparently without change, and carries the story 
of the master-cutler's boy from his birthplace in the ancient 
and very Catholic city of Langres through the obscurity of Grub 
Street scribbling in Paris to the crisis with the government that 
interrupted publication of the Encyclopgdie at its seventh volume 
in 1759. Eighteenth-century scholars have been eagerly awaiting 
the sequel, and are in no way disappointed by the completion of 
the work under the subtitle "The Appeal to Posterity." During 
these years of a rather late maturity Diderot wrote his deepest 
and most original work, and put the best of it -- Jacques le 
fataliste, Le neveu de Rameau and Le r&e de d'Alembert -- in a 
drawer, leaving neither arrangements nor instructions for publi- 
cation after his death. Did he wish to avoid further trouble 
with the authorities? Did he write for his own pleasure, indif- 
ferent like the great talker he was to achieving the reputation 
of a great thinker? We do not know, and the two inestimable 
merits of Wilson's biography are its thoroughness and his own 
self-restraint in letting the facts speak for themselves. 
Mathematicians will be particularly interested in Diderot's 
relations with d'Alembert, and in his own involvement with 18th- 
century mathematics. On the whole Diderot succeeded in making 
the effort it required to remain on outwardly correct terms with 
d'Alembert after the latter's desertion of the Encyclopedic in 
the crisis of suppression exacerbated by the intemperance of one 
of d'Alembert's own articles, although it would be surprising if 
the experience had not confirmed the personal mistrust Diderot 
had already conceived for the qualities of temperament he thought 
induced by continuous preoccupation with abstract matters. 
Diderot's occasional expressions of that mistrust have sometimes 
been attributed to his having been a mathematical dunce. Wilson 
has no trouble disposing of that canard, but he does so by 
accepting quite uncritically the gratuitous alternative advanced 
by earlier admirers, which is that an important mathematical 
capability was among Diderot's many gifts. The defense is an 
instance of Wilson's penchant for grading people according to 
whether they were right or wrong. In fact Diderot was neither. 
The mathematical content of his M&mires sur diffkens sujets de 
mathbnatiques (1748) was trivial. The word "mathematics" had 
the sense for him that its adjective did in a phrase like 
"mathematical instruments." He was certainly not thinking of it 
as a synonym for "analyse," the discipline cultivated by those 
somewhat inconsistently called "g&om&tres." Neither does it make 
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a mathematician (in our sense) of Diderot that he saw the pros- 
pect for the theory of probability and defended the study of 
that subject against the deterministic dogmatism of d’Alembert, 
who disliked it. 
In celebration of the possibly transcendent mystery that such 
a pursuit as mathematics is possible at all, its adepts over the 
centuries have evolved something like a litany praising the 
honor that redounds upon the human mind and spirit from their 
own capacity to reason rigorously in a way that often turns out 
to have a bearing on nature. Though I for one have never had 
much patience with detractors of the subject, it is just possible 
that outsiders may sometimes fancy that they hear the faintest 
overtones of self-satisfaction in that refrain. However that 
may be, there is a question that is far more interesting for 
mathematicians to explore than that of Diderot’s mathematical 
ability, particularly so amid the contemporary revulsion from 
the exact. It is one that might contribute to their own self- 
knowledge, at least in the sense of seeing themselves as one 
highly intelligent observer saw them in a very different context. 
For what can Diderot have had in mind when he observed, “Heureux 
le geometre, en qui une etude consomm6e des sciences abstraites 
n’aura point affaibli le gout des beaux-arts” (that was in 
PensSes sur l'interpr&ation de la nature [paragraph 31 in 1753, 
before ever d’Alembert had deserted him)? And more generally, 
what did it signify that, later, in Le r&e de d'dlembert Diderot 
put his erstwhile colleague into a delirium before the mathema- 
tician could speak out humane truths that he had never perceived 
in his right mind, and that are elicited from his ravings by the 
quiet questions of a doctor, a healer of the soul? 
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An indication of the scope of this study of Einstein’s life 
and thought is the Index of Proper Names, which ranges from some 
of the Greats in physics to Ariosto, Aristotle, Beethoven, Weyl, 
Hegel, Goethe, Descartes, Dostoevskii, Kant, Kierkegaard, Leibniz, 
Lenin, Lucretius, Marx, Mozart, Plutarch, Pushkin, Rembrandt, 
Roosevelt, Spinoza, Tolstoi, Feuerbach, Shakespeare, Schiller, 
Schopenhauer, Schubert, Engels, and Epicurus! This palatable 
evocation of names -- all crowned by that of Einstein -- affects 
the reviewer as powerfully as did barleycorns strewn by mediaeval 
